In a 1942 letter to his friend Mother Rosalie Hill, Bishop Charles Francis Buddy lamented about the newly formed San Diego diocese "where faith is weak and Catholic traditions sadly lacking."

The bishop's concern was that the area's Catholic high schools graduated bright young men and women each year who had no local Catholic university to attend. Determined to open such an institution of higher learning for men, he asked Mother Hill to consider establishing a similar college for women.

Seven years later, after much prayer and more determination, construction began on a hilltop overlooking Mission Bay.

Mother Hill and the Society of the Sacred Heart won approval from Rome to build and run the San Diego College for Women. Dressed in full habits, their faces barely showing, religious of the Sacred Heart taught math, science, literature and foreign languages, and managed the administrative offices, all the while cooking up meals for the dining hall and caring for their charges as resident directors in the dorms.

The students under the care of the nuns called them "Mother" — and rightly so.

"The relationship the founder of the Society of the Sacred Heart wanted in our educational work was that of a mother," says Sister Sally Funes, former professor of English and dean of the College for Women. "It meant to the students that they were cared about and that we loved them, which sometimes meant it had to be tough love. We demanded that they live up to their intellectual potential."

On the same hilltop, to the east, a second school developed under the watchful eye of Bishop Buddy and the Diocese of San Diego. The College for Men, School of Law, Immaculate Heart Seminary and The Immaculata Church completed the bishop's grand dream for a Catholic campus.

Although the two colleges maintained separate courses and facilities, students at both campuses enjoyed a similar spirit of quiet faith and academic excellence conveyed by the nuns and priests.

"The professors at the College for Men were the best I've ever had," says John Bowman '60. "You can't top those people, because most of all they were human beings. They were always available to us. Many of the best lessons came from sitting around talking in the cafeteria."

Bishop Buddy and Mother Hill clearly wanted the campuses to be Catholic in nature, yet USD has always been open to students of all backgrounds. For those not accustomed to Catholic schools, the nuns and priests lent an air of solemnity to the campus. But former students recall their college years as a whole lot of fun, too.

"The sisters weren't totally out of it and they weren't fuzzy," recalls Sister Ann McGowan '61, a teacher in Atherton, Calif. "We were so inspired by these women because of their spirit of generosity and spirit of prayer.

That spirit was established early on by the mother superior.

"Mother Hill had one of the simplest, yet most profound philosophies of education I've ever heard," says Sister Funes, who was named provost of USD when the two colleges merged in 1972. "She believed in three things: Beauty, truth and goodness."
"For many years it has been my ardent hope to have both the Religious of the Sacred Heart and the Jesus Fathers take an active part in building up Catholicity in this newly formed diocese where the faith is weak and Catholic traditions sadly lacking. … The time seems opportune for the foundation of a San Diego College for Women conducted by the Religious of the Sacred Heart, who have more than the required (academic) degrees."
—Bishop Charles Francis Buddy, issuing an invitation to Mother Rosalie Hill to participate in a Catholic college in San Diego.

Mother Hill’s belief in beauty’s ability to stimulate learning inspired her to pay close attention to the development of the campus. She is legendary for following architect Frank L. Hope and construction crews around the buildings, inspecting and critiquing their work. From the drawing of blueprints to the final touches of paint, the mother superior made it her daily responsibility to be involved.

"They made clear that the men’s and women’s college would have to operate on their own, without subsidies," says President Emeritus Author E. Hughes. University administrators acknowledged that a co-educational institution would better serve students, hiring Hughes in 1971 to manage the merger.

"My charge was to put the institution on a sound financial footing," Hughes says. "We realized that meant raising tuition, going into the fund-raising business in a big way and increasing enrollment."

For those who have watched the changes, the growth to more than 6,700 students on a nationally recognized campus has not changed the soul of the university. The Catholic tradition remains a defining characteristic of USD. An average of 25 mans and priests work in various offices each year; each undergraduate is required to complete a theology course; university ministry retreats and daily liturgies in Founders Chapel are open to everyone; and many of the religious symbols and artwork brought to campus by Mother Hill still grace the buildings.

"The feeling and spirit we enjoyed at the College for Women is still there," says Sister Fania. "The religious of the Sacred Heart have communicated that feeling to the merged institution."

For Monsignor Dan Dillabough, vice president of mission and ministry, the university’s roots in Catholicism are best illustrated by the people who work on campus.

"It shows up in the way we treat people," he says. "It’s important in our respect for the human dignity of each individual."

Nearly 20 years after the charters were granted, Bishop Leo T. Maher and leaders in the Society of the Sacred Heart decided in 1968 that the two colleges needed to stand on their own financially.

"It has come — 1946 — the world has changed. The pendulum will swing further still, but keep a prayerful hopeful outlook. In a perhaps far-off future that pendulum will swing back. Men and women will themselves house, will have LEARNED, that education, real education, makes for finer relations between man and wife if the girl has been educated by women and the boy by men. There will be a solid basis for human relations and happiness with no regrets for the past."
—Mother Hill, on co-education of the sexes.

After a short conversation of courtesy, the bank president said: "Mother Hill, what amount do you propose to borrow from the Bank of America?"

"Two and a half million dollars."

"How many Houses do you govern?" the bank president asked.

"Nine."

"Would you sign a mortgage on one of them … as bank security?"

She turned toward him, eyes wide open with astonishment. "No, I would not! Do you suppose for one instant I would impose this on any House committed to my care?"

Replied the president: "What security DO you propose giving the bank, Mother Hill?"

"MY WORD."

The bank president paused.

"This is not a security customary for banks — but very well, Mother Hill, we shall make out the papers."

—Mother Genevieve Clarke, on Mother Hill’s negotiating a loan to complete the San Diego College for Women. 

April 22 — Televised McCarthy anti-Communist hearings begin.

May 17 — Race segregation in schools declared unconstitutional.

1956

Spring – First yearbook, the Alcalae, published by women.

June 1 — Rosi Parks refuses to give up her bus seat to a white man.

1955

Sept. 23 – Transatlantic cable telephone service established.

1958

Feb. 6 – Immaculate Heart Seminary opens (later known as DeSales then Maher Hall).

Sept. 4 – USSR launches Sputnik: Space Age begins.

Dec. 7 – Law School (now Warren Hall) completed; serves as temporary home for USD College for Men.

Fall – College for Women begins offering graduate degrees; overall enrollment passes 400.

Nov. 8 – "Dr. Zhivago" hit film.

1959

May 4-S – Dedication of The Immaculata, largest Catholic church building in San Diego Diocese.

Spring – First massship invented.